Transcendent Practices:  Mid-Quarter Fall Evaluation

In preparation for the end of quarter evaluation, which will result in the awarding of academic credit, we’ve designed a series of mid-quarter evaluation practices.  Our intention is to provide you with a structure, materials, and processes that will help you assess what you’ve learned in ways that contribute, themselves, to the themes and learning objectives of Transcendent Practices (TP).  

Read through this document, then do the work required, including reading the documents referenced.  The end result should be a word-processed integrative essay of 3-4 double-spaced pages.  You will need two hard copies and an electronic copy of this document for the evaluation workshop next Thursday, week 5, from 9-11 in the PC Lab, ACC, Library Building.   (We suggest emailing yourself a copy of your essay and accessing it through logging on in the PC Lab.)

1)	Expectations:  
Why did you register for TP?  What did you hope to experience and learn?  Why were these things important to you?
2)	TP Questions:
Carefully read through the accompanying document of program questions.   Use these questions, the answers you have to them--and the interest you have in exploring the questions and the answers more fully--to assess your learning. 
3)  All-Program Component:  Assess your learning regarding the following activities:  
-Seattle Field Trip to the Henry and the Burke Museums and assignments
-The Body and Earth text and weekly required work
-Joanna Cashman’s all-program Monday morning Body and Earth movement workshop.  Joanna’s stated learning objectives for this workshop are as follows.  Please note that this list is for the year, not just fall quarter. 

-Students will practice and learn the names, benefits and contraindications of numerous introductory level yoga postures. 
-Students will ground their creative expression in their somatic experience by drawing/sculpting/writing realistic and impressionistic versions of yoga postures. 
-Students will use multi-modal sensory experience as a foundation for the exploration of personal transcendent practice. 
-Students will achieve an increased ability to kinesthetically sense their bodies enhancing body awareness and self awareness. 
-Students will identify bony landmarks that are relevant to improved postural alignment and injury prevention. 
-Students will achieve improved ability to concentrate, focus attention deeply and stay present in the "here & now." 
-Students will learn the basic functions of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems and will learn to apply yoga techniques that facilitate self regulation. 
-Students will learn how chronic inervation of the sympathetic nervous system/stress response creates disease and will learn yoga based stress reduction techniques. 
-Students will learn to distribute their weight evenly through their base of support in a variety of yoga postures. 
-Students will improve muscular strength flexibility, and respiratory capacity through asana and pranayama practice. 
-Students will learn and apply the concepts of yogic breathing, grounding, naval radiation, centering, aligning, relaxing and engaging the whole self in the practice of yoga asana, pranayama and meditation. 

-Monday afternoon all-program faculty workshops and presentations.
-Seminar texts, format, position papers, and discussions.
-Peer Groups:  weekly support meetings, workshops, Body and Earth assignment
-Journal and portfolio work, including presentation during program fair

3)	Studio Component:
-Sculpture:  This studio asked you to practice drawing and shaping materials for sculptural ends and to write and reflect on some fundamental sculptural themes: working process, material, grounding and gravity, figure/ground and form/space relationships,
scale and proportion, sculptural "skin," frontality, sculpture as object/experience, sculptural time, and context.

Report briefly on what you accomplished in each of the studio projects (1. Press Molds, 2.Stacking/Weaving/Binding/Stuffing (3 pieces), 3. Gift, 4.  3 Themes/30 Drawings, and 5. Poster Project.).  Report on your sketchbook and journal efforts, as well.  What were your principal insights about your practice of making (sculptural) things?

-Poetry: Students should be forming an idea of what qualifies, for them, as poetry, and, by implication, what doesn't qualify.  It is expected that each student will form his/her own opinion about this topic, but that he/she be able to defend that opinion articulately. 
Students should have developed a vocabulary and style for talking about both the work of others and their own poems, and to be specific about both criticism and praise; Mary Oliver's Poetry Handbook provides a good grounding in that vocabulary and style.  
Students should be comfortable in using the weekly "writing assignments" to merge personal expression to the relevant topic of the week.

Finally, students should be using their poetry writing to explore the concept of Transcendent Practice, and to help them in the ongoing process of defining what constitutes transcendence, practice, and grounding.

-Yoga:  Knowing the Knower:  Practicing Yoga Nidra, Reading, and Writing
Please reflect on your accomplishment regarding this studio’s learning objective:  To practice yoga, particularly yoga nidra, and reading and writing about yoga nidra in order to know the knower of one’s self.  For example, can you witness thinking without being the thinker?  Can you sense the breath without being the breather? Write about your accomplishment in relationship to the practices of yoga nidra; opening to the body through asana (including teaching of asana small group project); required texts and readings; writing assignments (3 papers); grounding poems (see syllabus), and the studio’s fall quarter “grounding questions” listed in the accompanying document. 

4)	TP Pedagogy: Or, why do your faculty think your self-evaluation should be your finest piece of program writing? 
TP was designed as a year-long interdisciplinary program devoted to the building of an intentional learning community for the experiential exploration of, and inquiry regarding,  transcendent  practices.  Fall quarter is designed to explore the theme of grounding as well as to experientially ground all students in three practices:  sculpture, poetry, yoga.  The faculty believes your finest piece of writing produced in this program should be your self-evaluation.  This document follows you the rest of your life.  It should tell graduate school admission committees and future employers what you learned, what you want to be held accountable for knowing.  The reader of your TESC transcript is considering your credentials.  They’re hiring you, not your faculty.  And, this is Evergreen, an advertised leader in experimental and alternative education.  Some people spend their lives without awareness of themselves as the central character in their own lives.  But, TESC asks you to take responsibility for your learning.  The expectations of a TESC graduate are:
1.Articulate and assume responsibility for your own work.
2.Participate collaboratively and responsibly in our diverse society.
3.Communicate creatively and effectively. 
4.Demonstrate integrative, independent, critical thinking. 
5.Apply qualitative, quantitative and creative modes of inquiry appropriately to practical and theoretical problems across disciplines. 
6.As a culmination of your education, demonstrate depth, breadth and synthesis of learning and the ability to reflect on the personal and social significance of that learning. (If you are new to TESC, these foci are explained in greater depth in the catalog.)

We as TESC faculty believe you should be the primary author of your own academic transcript.  And, we hope that the opportunities TP provides you to rewrite the script of your learning never cease--continuance is our spring quarter theme!    The accompanying article by Falbel provides a larger national and political context for this hope of ours.  (The yoga studio article on library reserve, “Against School,” by John Gatto provides another supporting perspective you might find interesting.)

In the final paragraph(s) of your essay please reflect on your experience of the pedagogy of TP.  Most specifically, articulate the ways in which you and your future employer or graduate school might appreciate that you are learning rather than being educated.

5)	Credit Equivalencies:
Use the following tentative list of credit equivalencies to assess your credits earned to date.  Reminder: as listed in the program covenant, more than two unexcused absences in any part of the program will result in loss of credit.

Credit Equivalencies (in quarter hours):  16 Total
All-program activities:  6 total
1-Somatic Studies: yoga
2-Small group work: Body and Earth chapters
1-Interdisciplinary writing:  assessment
2-Seminar participation and papers

Studio work: 8 total
4- Sculpture
4- Yoga
2- Poetry

6)	Time Management and Study Habits:
In a postscript to yourself (i.e. p.s.) evaluate the relationship between your learning and the effectiveness of your time management skills and your study habits during these first five weeks.



